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The U. S. National Museum collection of miueral.s contains many
excellent crystals of topaz, representing most of the localities from

which this mineral has been obtained in crystal form. A large number
of the best ones were a part of the Leidy collection, while the balance

have been accpiired through individual gifts or from dealers.

Topaz has been such a very attractive mineral to investigators,

owing to its rich variety of foruis, its varying axial ratios, and its

physical and optical characteristics, that very little that is wholly new
can be added toour seemingly complete knowledge of the mineral, con-

sequently the present article, while adding a little to the crystallography

of the mineral from some of the localities, is mainly a description of

the collection.

A wide range naturally exists in the perfectuess of develoi^ment of

the crystals, but the majority of them have good bright faces and are

easily measurable. The Russian crystals are superior to the others

in size, beauty, and perfectness.

Many of the crystals have well-defined natural etch figures, especially

on the prismatic and brachydome faces, and a few possess "Prarosion"

faces.

ALABASHKA.

A larger part of the Russian crystals are credited to Alabashka.

They are mounted either as single crystals or shown as group speci-

mens, associated with quartz, feldspar, and mica. They are short,

prismatic, with but one termination, and vary in macrodiagonal width

from U to 5 cm. Owing to the predominance of the brachyprism they

have a tetragonal appearance, with the prismatic faces usually striated.

The characteristic color is i)ale blue or green, and a few have a beauti-

ful aquamarine shade.

Two general types of the Alabashka crystals have been described by
Kokscharow' ; a simple and more frequently occurring type, consisting

'Miu. Ru8s., 1854, II, p. 198.
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Fig. 1.—Toi'a/, ckystal

FROM ALAHASIIKA.

essentially of the three predominating forms |120|, |001|, and f041(

in combination al<me, or with narrow faces of

some of the other (!ommon forms; a rarer and more
complex type, in which the unit prism {110| has

a greater development than the prism |120|, and

whose combinations are much richer in the vari

ety of forms. This second type is not well rep-

resented in the lot, as it is seldom that the unit

prism is as large as the other prism
\ 120 1, besides

tlie combinations are all quite simple.

While the general habit is the same for all

these crystals, the combinations are quite varied.

I^Mg. 1 represents tlie simplest and most common
type of the crystals. The prism / |120|, base c

;001|, and dome y |041| are largely developed,

while tlie prism m |110| and pyramid i \22'.\\ are

shown more as beveling planes. Usually one face of y is much larger

than the other, and occasionally u \1\1\ is also

present. (No.' 81247, [T.S.N.M.)

On a crystal (Hg. 2) there are, besides the

forms ?, c, y, m, and i, cited above, two addi-

tional pyramids, w
I
111

I
and 1 221 1, and the

dome/S021|. The form o is not prominent

on any of the crystals, nor does it appear of

frequent occurrence. The brachydome /" is

rare and its faces usually narrow.

The drawing (lig. 3) represents the general

appearance of a crystal. In addition to the

forms I, c, y, m, ?, and v, the very narrow raac-

rodome h |023| 'truncates the edges of i, and
the brachypinacoid /> |010{ is i)resent. These

last two forms are of very rare occurrence on the Alabashka crystals.

(No. 81244, U.S.N.M.)

ILMEN MOUNTAINS.

Crystals of topaz from the Miask district

are noted for their great variety of combina-

tions and many rare forms, and those of the

collection, although lacking numy of these

rarer forms, yet have much richer and notice-

ably different combinations from those of the

Alabashka crystals. From these latter they

have several distinctive characteristics; they

are mostly colorless, the base is generally

small and sometimes absent, the two bracliy-

domes/ )021,* and X \023\ are common and the faces of the unit prism
wt are often broader than those of 1.

FlO. 2.—TOPAZCRVSTAI. KKOM

ALAltASllKA.

Fig. 3. -Topaz ruYSTAi. fkom
Al.AHASIlKA.
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Flu. 4.—TOl'AZ CRYSTAt, FROM
Ilmen Mountains.

Fig. 4 is a simple combination and seems to belong- to the Admi
Clialou type of crystal. No base is present and

the brachydome / is proportionately large.

Also, the faces of / are broader than those of m.

The two remaining forms, u and v? s^re poorly

developed. (No. 81255, U.S.N.M.)

Fig. 5 represents a more general type of these

crystals, having the characteristic i)yrauiid ./

1 243 1 and the additional prism (j ;130^ present

as narrow faces. (No. 81253, U.S.N.M.)

One crystal (fig. (5) is marked by the presence

of the brachydome X |023| and the macrodome
d 1 201 1, two forms whicli are especially charac-

teristic of the Ilmen Mountain crystals. A
rounded face of q |423| and of // f203| is also present. On the crystal

represented by the drawing the base is

broader than comnion, making .V conse-

quently narrow. (No. 81254, U.S.N.M.)

NERCHINSK DISTRICT.

The (jrystals from this district are credited

to the Aduu CJhalon Mountains and to the

Urulga Kiver. Those from the first-named

locality are simple in character, and their

tyi)0 is shown in fig. 4. The collection em-

braces a few single crystals and some large

groups.

Those from the region about the irrulga

Kiver are fine, clear, colorless crystals, vary-

ing in width from 1 to 4 cm., and quite sym-

The combina-

m m g.

Fig. 5.

—

Topaz crystal kkom Ii.

MEN Mountains.

metrical in appearance

tions are mostly simple. Of the prisms

m and ?, sometimes one, sometimes the

other, predominates, and the same is true

of the domes / and y. The macrodome
d {201 1 is a characteristic form. The
combination seen here (fig. 7) is that of a

steep type of crystal very similar to the

common type of Mexican crystals. It

shows the two prisms, m and /, with o

1 221 1 and domes d {201| and y |041(,

terminated by a small base, c |001|.

(No. 81256, U.S.N.M.)

Fig. 8 is a s([uare-shaped crystal with

broad / faces, distinguished by a great

development of the dome / and a long,

narrow base. The brachypinacoid h
\

(!.—TOI-A/. CRYSIAI. FliOM Il.MKN

Mol'NTAINS.

010 1 is also prominent. The
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prism Mi is deeply striated and the other forms are all narrow.

(No. 82868, U.S.N.M.)
SCHNECKENSTEIN.

This locality is represented by a good single

crystal, about 1 cm. broad, and a few doubly ter-

minated ones in the matrix. They have a pale

yellow color.

Four dift'erent types of the Schneckensteiu crys-

tals have been described by Griinhut,^ distin-

guished by the presence and size of certain forms,

especially of the brachydome/ |021|. The best

crystal in the collection belongs to his first tyi)e,

but is lacking in some of the rarer forms which

lie mentions. The type is quite similar to the

Ilmen Mountain crystals.

Fig. 9 shows tlie most general combination,

ismatic zone is enriched by the presence of the two narrow

g 1130 1 and M |230| and the pinacoid h j01()(. The three

•Topaz irystai

Nerchinsk.

The pr

prisms

I'lG. 8.—Topaz crystai- from Nerchinsk. Fu;. 9. --Topaz CRYSTAL FROM Schneckenstein.

brachydomes y, /, and X are present, ./" i)redominating, and X very

narrow. The prism faces are striated. (No. S2'>30, TT.S.ISr.M.)

AUSTRALIA.

There is but one representative of this

country in the collection. It is a colorless,

about 1 cm. broad, crystal with somewhat
rounded faces. In tyi^B and combination

it is exactly similar to the Adun Chalon
crystals.

•TAPAN.
Fig. 10.—Topaz CRYSTAL FROM Japan.

The collection contains a few colorless

and more or less waterworn crystals from Takayama Mura. They are

iZeit. Kryst., 1884, IX, p. 124.
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/« m

characterized by a broad development of the brachydome / and a

narrow base and prominent n faces. Fig. 10 shows a common combi-

nation. (No. 47119, U.S.N.M.)

Besides these few crystals in the systematic mineral series there are

a number of others kept intact in a set of Japanese

minerals and rocks, which was presented by that

Government to the Museum at the close of the Co-

lumbian Exposition. They come from the two local-

ities, Otaniyama, Omi province, and ISTakatsugawa,

Mino province. The first-named locality is repre

sented by two good crystals, one of them an excep-

tionally large square prism, measuring 5 cm. across

its prismatic face. The combination is of I, c, m, and

/. The prism m is narrow and / small in propor

tion to the size of crystal, while the broad base caps

the prisms without any inter-

vening pyramid faces. The
smaller crystal has no base,

making the / faces large in consequence,

macrodome d is also prominent.

The Mino province is represented by a lot of

small crystals, all of which are characterized by
a broad development of the domes / and d and
little or no base. The other common forms, ?/, o,

?(, i, and h, are present.

BRAZIL.

KiG. 11.— Topaz cri

TAL FROM BKA/.II,

in I s

The

Fl(i. 12.—Toi'AZCJtVSTALFROM

Brazil.

m m

The well-known Brazilian topaz crystals, al

though perhaps inferior to

the liussian in size and
beauty, seem to excel them

in the number of rare forms and combinations.
The collection exhibits from the Allla llica district

a fine lot of wine-colored well-formed individuals,

as well as several of the common deep-yellow, long
prismatic ones.

Two general types are apparent. The first is

characterized by long striated prismatic faces,

capped usually by a low pyramid. The sec-

ond has a steeper habit, due to the predominat
ing pyramid o )221| and dome y |041| as termi-

nations.

The crystals of this type are of the uniform
wine color and have a richer and more perfect development of forms
than those of the first type.

Fig. 11 shows one of the simplest combinations of the first type. It

Fig. 13.—Topaz crystal
fro.m Brazil.
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cousist's merely of the two i)risins in and I, terminated by the low

pynimid u. (No. 81259, IT.S.N.M.)

Fig. 12 belongs to the same type, but has a much richer variety of

forms. The prismatic /one includes several forms,

among which m \nO\, (J \A50\,X \4.70\,l \120\, (j

J
I.JO

I,
aiul h j010| were determined.

The terminating forms are u |111|, i |223|,/

}021|, and x |243f. The faces of the brachypyr-

ainid x are as large as tliose of « and/.

The second type of crystal is shown in fig.

13. The faces of o and y are well developed and

narrow faces of the steep pyramid e |441| are

l)resent. The o faces are

completely devoid of luster,

while those of d and y are

bright.

Fig. 14 is a fine clear crys-

tal of the same type, hav-

ing a small face of/ and the

pyramid », but no base.

m m /^

Flu. 14.—TOI'A/- CltYSTAI.

Viiom .'iiiAZii..

SAN LUIS roTOSI.
m m

V\Q. 15.—TOI'AZ CKYSIAI,

FROM San Luis To-

Tosi, Mexico.

Several rose and colorless crystals are exhibited

fioni this locality. They average about 1 cm. in

breadth and have a steep pyramidal habit similar

to the second type of the Bra-

zilian crystals.

Griinhut' describes these

crystals, citing several more
forms than observed on these particular crystals.

The natural etch figures occurring on these crys-

tals are arranged perfectly symmetrical with

respect to the three symmetry planes of the crys-

tal, and while agreeing in the main with the shape

of those described by Pelikan,^ they do not show
on the brachydome y the right and left unsym-

metrical shape of figure which he reports for the

etchings on the faces of this dome.

The most complete combination of forms is seen

on the crystal shown in fig. 15. It has the pyra-

mids i, u, and o. and also a very narrow e, with the

domes </, /, and 7/, the whole truncated by a small

Of these the forms c and / are rare for these crystals. The

m m

Fid. 10.—Topaz cuystai.

FiioM San Luis To-

To.'<i, Mexico.

base.

brachypinacoid is, on the othoi' hand, (luite common.
U.S.N.M.)

• Zeit. Kryst. , 1884, IX, p. 124.

-Tsch. mill. n. petr. Mittli.. ISflO, XI, p. 331.

(No. 49248,
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l''l(l. n.--T<)l'A/, OinSI'AL I'lioM I'IKIOS

I'KAK, (,'<)l.()UAlin.

Fig. 16 is ;i simpler coinbination than (lie precoding, but is iiiaikcd

by the steep inacrodoine /j |401 1 not sliown in the drawing. (No. 50(Ki7,

U.S.N.M.)
ZACATECAS AND DURANGO.

Tiie crystals from tliese two localities are so similar to those from
San Luis I'otosi that no separate descri[)tion of them is necessary. ()u

one of the Zacatecas crystals a face of the rare prism M |230| occurs.

I'IKKS I'EAK.

The collection embraces some fourteen crystals and ])ie('es from this

region. They range irom 2 to 5 cm. wide

and, unlike most of the crystals heretofore

described, they show double terminations.

They are colorless or of a faint bluish tint,

and some are stained yellowish. All an;

of the same habit, and quite similar to the

]lmen mountain crystals. Cross an<l 11 il

lebrand' reported the occurrence of t<)i)a/,

from this locality, citing the observed

forms, two of which |445| and 142 1 ap-

pear (questionable. Later lie v. K. T. Cross-

mentions those found in the Platte mountains and gives the forms,

all common, except |332(. These three forms mentioned do not

occur on any of the crystals examined,
but, on the other liand, there are seven

foruis present not mentioned in their

descriptions.

These are u |111|, x {243j, X |043|,

h JOlOi, (T/ |130|, i¥
1 230 1, and J

1 0.10.9 j.

Ol" these X is common and characteristic

and the renuiinder, Avith the exception of

?f, are of rarer occurrence. The form J
is denoted by one face lying in the two
zones (111) (043) and (223) (OTO), and its

indices were calculated from these /ones,

as the face is too rounded for good
measurements.

Fig. 17 is (juite a characteristic combination for these crystals. No
base is present, the two faces of A' meeting in a long edge. The dome
,/ is large, while y is small. The dome d is also common. (No. S2873,

U.8.N.M.)

P^ig. 18 shows a doubly terminated crystal with a richer variety of

forms. The brachypyramid x and pmacoid b are rarer forms.

' Am. Jour. .Sci., 3(1 Bor., XXIV, p. 281.

2 Idem, 3(1 Her., XXVI, p. 481.

Kl(i. IH. 'I'OI'AZ CKVSIAI. KHOIM I'lKES

I'KAK, Coi.OUAUO.



3GcS pi!(>('i':/:in\r,s or tuf xatiox.il ^fus/':(\^f.

The prism //
)1.'50< iind l)rii<'liypyriiiiii<l -/ )0,1().!)(, besides tlio com-

mon rorms,iire siiowii on crystal (lii;'. 1!>). Aiiotiicr (iomhination includes

t.lic iijin-ow prism M ;123()( between m and /.

NATlIKor, COJ.oix'Alx).

Several small crystals are exhibited

tVoiii this locality. They lie iu the rliyo-

lit(^ matrix and are similar in typo to tlie

Mexican ciystals. The observed forms are

III, /, />, o, r/, 1/,
/',

II J and c. Cross'

cites in addition

the prism //
51.'>0(.

Ill, Tul'A . I lasl Al, KIIDM I'lKh;;

I'l'-.AK. ( 'nl.DltADii.

m m I

171 a niMlil

Flii. L'd.— Tol'A/, CUVSIAL KHOM
ri'All.

The forms observed in

THOMAS RANGE, UTAH.

This locality is well represente<l by a lar.ue

number of crystals from 1 to 5 mm. in width,

some of them doubly terminated. A few have

the orifjimil rich wine (!olor, but most aie color-

less. Tliey are very similar to tlu^ Mexican

crystals in general habit.

In addition to the forms cited by Allinj;-

there occur several (juite

rare ones, and on a few the

extremely I'are macropina-

coid (I jlO()( is well devel

oped l)oth front and rear.

addition to those previously giveu are a |10(){, .1/

)230|, (J )13()j, X
J
023 1, X

1 243', // |203|, aud p
)401<. Of these .» and h occur on but one crys-

tal, and are extremely narrow. The i)rism // is not

infrequent, while on the other hand the prism \i

;
1 lOf, ligiired by (!. Staidey Brown, ^ does not

occur on any (f the crystals. Many of the crystals

show oscillations in their growth, causing reen-

trant angles or striated planes instead of sharp

edges of intei-section between planes. The edges

'".'/, '>.'/, and /// thus appear as if replaced by jdanes, but measurements
show them to have no constant angles with the adjacent faces.

Fig. 20 shows a general combination. It has, besides the common
forms, the rarer ones r, />, and //. (No. 45101, U.S.N. M.)
The most general combination of all is seen in iig. 21, having as

narrow forms a, 71/, //, c, />, x, and X.

l\. TdI' \/ I UVSI Al.

KUdiM Utah.

' Am. .h.ur. S(;i., S,l bit., XXXI, p. 432.

- Am. .lour. Sci., :{(1 aer.. XXXIII, p. 146.

•'Dana's System of Mineralofry, p. I});5.
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CHATHAM, iNKW IIAMrsilIlx'K.

Two good crystals from Bald Face Mountain, near Stoneliani, Maine,

are shown in the collection. They are about 2 cm. in width and per-

fectly colorless, with bright faces. In liabit

and conibinatious they are similar to the

Pikes Peak crystals. The base is not pres-

ent on either of tlu^ crystals, and .V there

fore meets in a long' edge.

Fig'. 22 shows the type of crystal. The

three brachydomcs A",/, and ij are all well

developed. The edge nX is replaced by a

plane which is so rounded as to be indeter

minate, but from its |)ositiou corresponds

to the h)i'm -/ )(}.]().!> | occurring on the

Pikes Peak crystal. (No. 82579, II.S.N.M.)

In conclusion, the writer wishes to ex-

l)re8S his acknowledgments to Mr. Wirt

Tassin, the assistant curator in the departnu^nt of mineials, foi- his

kindness in i)ermitting the free use ol" material and instruments for

this study.

Proc. N. M. vol. .Kxi 21

V\v..-1

l-'AC

'I'oI'A/, CIIVSIAI. I'UOM liAI.K

Mountain, N'kw Hami-siiihk.




